r ^ÜI
(,) = a scalar product which will be defined in the next section.
The conservation of momentum is expressed by (0.1) and the condition of incompressibility is given by (0.2). The above initial-boundary value problem was investigated for the first time in [4] . The numerical approximation of this problem has been the subject of numerous works : [1] , [6] , [9] , [10] and [11] . However, the numerical study has been restricted to the case of either two dimensional domain or laminar flow in a cylindrical pipe. No attempt seems to have been made in the past on the fully discretized approximation of time-dependent solutions in a three dimensional domain. The major difficulty in a three dimensional domain is that weak solutions are not regular enough to give a meaning to the first term in (0.1). In fact, weak solutions are supposed to satisfy a weaker version of (0.1) ; see [4] , [5] . This lack of regularity persists in the limit of a séquence of approximate solutions even if we use smooth data. This is due to the f act that sufficient a priori estimâtes for the fully discretized approximate solutions cannot be obtained even with smooth data. In this paper, we shall approximate strong solutions obtained in [13] and [14] . The above mentioned difficulty in the numerical approximation can be avoided by showing that the limit of approximate solutions coincides with the strong solution. For approximation, we employ the backward Euler scheme with respect to the time variable and conforming piecewise iinear finite éléments with respect to the space variables. The use of piecewise linear finite éléments is attributed to the limitation on the regularity of solutions. The lack of regularity inhibits the use of higher-order finite éléments, particularly when error estimâtes are sought. While the computation is substantially simplified by using linear finite éléments, it is difficult to incorporate the divergence-free condition (even an approximate condition) into the approximate function class of linear finite éléments. Therefore, we use the penalty method to deal with the incompressibility condition. Our scheme is similar to one of those discussed in [16] , except that we use finite éléments instead of finite différences. To maximize the regularity of solutions, the boundary of the space domain has to be sufficiently smooth, and we exclude polyhedral domains which are typically used for the numerical approximation of the Navier-Stokes équations. The région near boundary cannot be filled with tetrahedra. But we can use Hölder's inequality to estimate the error arising in this région since the measure of this région can be made arbitrarily small. One may use isoparametric finite éléments to take care of the curved boundary. However, this does not improve our resuit due to the inherent lack of regularity of solutions.
In section 2, we prove the convergence of our scheme under the same assumption on the data as in [14] . In section 3, we obtain further regularity of solutions for the purpose of obtaining error estimâtes. In section 4, we analyze the error between the true solution and the approximate solution under the same assumption on the data as in [13] . Our resuit on the error estimate is not as strong as the known resuit for the Navier-Stokes équation ; see, e.g., [12] among others. This is due to the fact that we cannot raise the regularity of solutions to that of solutions of the Navier-Stokes équations. 1 . NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINAIRES Throughout this paper, fi dénotes a bounded convex domain in R 2 with smooth boundary bCl e C 4 and we shall retain all the notations defined in the introduction. We also employ the following notation : When E is a Banach space, Z/(0, r ; E) is the set of all £-valued strongly measurable V functions on [0, T] with the obvious norm. C(/ ; E) is the set of all £-valued continuous functions on the interval /. We introducé the following function spaces : X r = the completion of S in L r (n) 3 , l<r<oo, V = W^2(ftf D X 2 , V' = the dual of V. (,) stands for the usual inner product in L 2 (H).
3 p When/, gr e L 2 (fï) 3 , (ƒ, gr) = £ f l g l dx. ( 9 ) also dénotes the duality pairing bekeen Ty o lï2 (n) 3 and W 1 ' 2^)3 or between V and F'. The meaning of (,) will be clear from the context. One can characterize X r by X T = {v eL r (n) 3 :Vj = 0 in H and the normal component of v vanishes on aH} .
We let P r dénote the projection from L r (H) 3 onto X r and write the Stokes operator as A r = -P r A , for l<r<oo, with the domain, D(A r ) = w 2 > r (nf n w^r(af n x r .
As in [13] , G dénotes the set of all v e V such that for some H e L 2 (Clf, for every a = (a v ..., a n ), b = (b 1 , ..., b n ) e iî". It is easy to see that for ail ti>0 and DS W h \n,) 3 , i,j = 1,2,3 and (1.5)
where M is a positive constant depending only on g and H. We also need LEMMA 1.1 : Ifv e W 2 ' 2 (n) 3 , 9 e C(â) fl /id cp ^ 0, r^en /or / = 1, 2, 3,
Proof: Since C 2 (Ô) 3 is dense in W 2 ' 2 (H) 3 , it is enough to show that (1.7) is true for ail v e C 2 (H) 3 . Since dfl is smooth, each v e C 2 (Ö) 3 can be extended to a function v e C 2 (R 3 ) 3 . <p can be extended to <p such that 9 = <p for x € H and 9 = 0 for x £ &. The intégral in (1.7) can be evaluated over R 3 after replacing 9 and v by 9 and v. Then, we approximate d l by a finite différence in the ^-direction and arrive at the inequality by means of (1.4).
J U KIM
The following property of «(,) wül be used
forall v e W% 2 (ft) 3 (18) where C x and C 2 are positive constants depending only on ft and J UL Next we introducé finite dimensional approximate function spaces which consist of conformmg piecewise lmear fmite éléments Let us dénote a 3simplex by K and associate the following two numbers with K h K = diameter of K, p K = diameter of the greatest bail contained in K We dénote by T5 A a finite set of simphces K such that (i) tf c n, (u) If K x and K 2 e T> A , then K x = K 2 or K x n K 2 is empty or K x n K 2 is exactly a complete m-face of K x and i£ 2 > where 0 =s; m =s 2, (ui) sup /Ce^/ z iC = Ŵ e next wntê = the set of all vertices of TS^, = all points of X h which belong to the interior of <& h , and make the following assumptions on the family {*B A } ft (i) h -0 (ii) there is a positive constant 8 such that sup \h K 
APPROXIMATION OF SOLUTIONS
We first review some results on the existence of solutions of (0.1) through (0.4) obtained in [14] . We borrow an idea from [18] to show that {wh(0} i s precompact in L 2 (0, T;L 2 (H) 3 ). Using the notation w h , u h , u h and f k , (2.1) can be rewritten as 
that for some fonction «,
where M is a positive constant independent of h, k, s and r\. Consequently, we find weL 2 (0 5 T;V).
(2.32)
We shall prove that the above fonction u coincides with the solution of
The first term can be written as
But, for mk =s= s <: {m + 1) k, m -0, ..., iV -1, 
Consequently, we conclude that for ail t e E ; see (2.30), 
follows from the f act that
We now proceed to prove that u is the same as the solution of Theorem A denoted by U on the interval [0, 7 1 *]. Substituting U for u in (2.44), we have (2.54)
By the uniqueness of solution ü, u h converges to u in the sense of (2.9) and (2.10) for the whole séquence {h, k, e,r\}.
Next we shall prove that u h converges to u strongly in L 2 (0, 7* ; W^2(nf) by slightly modifying an argument due to [17] . We first show that u h -> u strongly in L 2 (0, f ; W 0 1)2 (n) 3 ) for any 0 < f < T*. Since w A converges to u strongly in L 2 (0, T* ; L 2 (H) 3 3 for almost all t e [0, T*]. For convenience, we shall use the notation h, k, e, r\ for /i', k'\ e', TI'. Choose any 0 < T < T*. Then, there is f < r* < T* such that u h (t*) ^> u{t*) strongly in L 2 (H) 3 . Let A^* be an integer such that (N* -l) kzz t* < N* k. It follows from (2.1) that Following [17] , we can define for each A a fonction u£ e L 2 (0, T ; V h ) such that as h -> 0, < -. M strongly in L 2 (0, T* ; WQ 1 -2 (H) 3 ) .
(2.56)
We then consider the expression This proves u h^u strongly in L 2 (0, f ; Wo' 2 (ft) 3 ) for a certain subsequence {h f , k\ e', V} -• {0, 0, 0, 0} . By the uniqueness of M, this convergence is true for the whole séquence {h, k, e, t\}. If T* < T, then we can extend w(0 to an interval [0, T* + 8) for some small 8 > 0, since u(t)e C([0, r*] ;JT r ). We then apply the above resuit so that u h -• u strongly in L 2 (0, T* ; W^2(nf). If T* = T, then we extend ƒ (t) by setting /(O = 0 for t > T so that ƒ e /-"(O, oo ; L 2 (ft) 3 ). According to (2.1), we can define w™ for m = 1, 2, ..., 2 7V and consequently, u h is extended to [0, 2 T]. In the meantime, w can be also extended to a larger interval [0, r+ 8). We can again apply the above resuit to get the strong convergence inL 2 (0, r;^1' 2^)3 ). The proof of Theorem 2.2 is now complete.
REGULARITY OF TIME-DISCRETE SOLUTIONS
In this section, we first establish interior regularity of stationary solutions and, based on this, we obtain more regularity of time-discrete approximate solutions than in [14] . Before proceeding to the proof, we recall that if ƒ sW m II ƒ || w m,p always dénotes the norm in W m>p (n) 3 . If the norm is taken over a space domain other than ft, it will be denoted explicitly. where we write A = A 2 which was defined in Section 1, and |x and g are the viscosity and the yield limit, respectively. The third term is a vector function vol. 23, n° 2, 1989 which is represented by lts f-th component. Throughout this section, we adopt the summation convention on repeated indices. In fact, the case X = y\ was discussed in [13] , but the same analysis can be applied to the case \ ^ r\ and we have C being a positive constant independent of \, r\ and H. Furthermore, according to Cattabriga's theorem [2] , v K eD(A 2 ) implies that v x e W 4)2 (n) 3 and S7q K G W 2 > 2 (nf since afiieC 4 This regularity is necessary to justify the manipulations in obtaining the estimâtes below. We next construct a function <p K (x) e C 3 (£i) such that, for all sufficiently small Then, it is easy to see that this 9 8 (x) satisfies (3.7) through (3.10). We shall need the following lemma. where M dénotes positive constants independent of k and r\ t Since V -X 6 , we can use the resuit of [14] with r = 6 to conclude that there are positive numbers T^^^T and cr 1 independent of k and TI such that [19] . Therefore, we have \\Aq\\ H m,3^M\\q\\ L 2, for all q e L 2 (O ) 3 ( 
ERROR ESTIMATES
To obtain error estimâtes, we need solutions more regular than those in Section 2. Here we assume u o e G, f e C ([0, T] ; L 2 (O) 3 ) and B t f e L 2 (0, T ; W~1 )2 (fl) 3 ). Then, according to Theorem 3.2 in [13] , there is a unique solution u of (0.1) to (0.4) on some interval [O, r 2 ). 0 < T 2 =s; T. Furthermore, u e L°°(0 5 T 2 ; Wo 1 ' 6^)3 ) n C ([0, T 2 ] ; V) (4.1) d t u e L 2 (0, r 2 ; V) n L°°(0, T 2 ; X 2 ) . (4.2)
Our intent is to estimate the error between the true solution u and the approximate solution u h constructed by the scheme (2.1) and (2.5) . For this purpose, it is necessary to introducé two intermediary fonctions which bridge the gap between u and u h . The first one is the solution u^ of the regularized problem with 0 < r\ ^ 1 : The second one is the time-discrete approximate solution u k constructed in [14] ; see also (3.37 where H^ e L 2 (fl) 3 with
8)
and M is a positive constant independent of rj.
Proof: By the same argument as in [13] , there is a unique function w 0T1 in F n W 0 1>6 (n) 3 where C is a positive constant depending only on Q, and g. Next we set H^ = H -u 0] b y w 0 + W OTU d } w Otl . Then, M OTI satisfies (4.6) and (4.7) with this H^, which satisfies (4.8).
vol. 23, n e 2, 1989 The assertion on the solution u^ of (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) is The proof of the above assertion is the same as that of Theorem 3.2 in [13] . In the process of this proof, the estimate of u^ in the norm of the function class in (4.12) and (4.13) follows. It is also seen that T 3 can be chosen independently of T^ on account of (4.8). To dérive (4.14) and (4.15), we note that (4.3) implies = (ƒ, w) , for every w E V , (4.16) for almost all t e (0, T 3 ). By virtue of (4.12) and (4.13), it is apparent that bfu^ e L 2 (0, r 3 ; V') and that for all 0 < t\ ^ 1, Ul .
(4.17)
L 2 (0,T z ,L 2 (ü))
Hence, (4.15) is obtained. We are now ready to estimate the différence between u and u^. Let us set
Substitute u^ for w in (0.1) and u for w in (4.3), and add the resulting inequalities : r (4.22) where M dénotes positive constants independent of 0 < *c\ =s 1. In f act, we shall need the discretized version of the above estimâtes later on :
u^{km)\\\ ï^M '<\ m , for m = l,...,N*, (4.23)
where foV* ^ T 4 , and M dénotes positive constants independent of k and 0<:T>^1< (4.24) follows from (4.22) and the fact that the norm of d t {u -u^) in L 2 (0, r 4 ; V) is bounded uniformly in 0 < r\ ^ 1.
Estimate II

Let us define
Uk (t) = u m , for (m-l)fcs£f <mfc, m = !,...,#, (4.25) where w m 's are determined through (3.37) with u° = u Q^ which is the same as in Proposition 4.2. According to [14] , a solution of (4. Hère, [0 } 7\] is the time interval associated with the estimate (3.40) where the solution exists according to the method of [14] . T 4 was defined by (4.18). We shall estimate the différence between u k and u^ on the interval [0, T 5 ] by using the argument of [8] . Since 
Ëstimate III
For convenience, we shall use the foUowing terminology. DÉFINITION 
:
A number is called « universal » ifit is a positive constant independent of h, k, s and r\.
As before, we assume that O^iq^l, and retain the meaning of T 5 defined by (4.26). (2.1) can be rewritten as where C x appears in (1.8) , and M and 0 dénote universal constants It follows from (4.45) and (4 46) that Hère we choose cr 2 to be a universal constant such that a 2 =s = o^ which appeared in Theorem 3.2 and a 2 0 =s -, where 0 is the same as in (4 47 We combine estimâtes I, II and III to arrive at 
